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 Recommended Posts justcuzican 0 justcuzican 0 v2.3.0:i. Added [b]w_patches_7.1_and_7.2.zip[/b] to the thread. If you have
patch 7.1 or 7.2 installed you must move these folders from the 7.1/7.2 folders to their own 7.3 folder. You may do so yourself,

or if you don't have the time, I will upload the new zip file.ii. Compiled fix for 7.1 and 7.2 the bw 6.1.14. If you have the bw
6.1.14 installed, you must move the fixes to the 6.1.15 or 6.1.16 folder.iii. Corrected a misnomer in the thread title, which I
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apologize for.iv. Removed the new icons that have been uploaded. They will be available for download in future updates to the
loader.v. Fixed a bug where all items in the inventory wouldn't be transferred into the bag when exiting the game mode.vi. New

feature: location, and added a bug report page in the preferences to send bug reports to TW. v2.3.0:i. Added
[b]bw_patches_7.3.zip[/b] to the thread.ii. Compiled fix for 7.3 the bw 6.1.17. If you have the bw 6.1.17 installed, you must
move the fixes to the 6.1.18 folder.iii. Corrected a misnomer in the thread title, which I apologize for.iv. Removed the new

icons that have been uploaded. They will be available for download in future updates to the loader.v. Fixed a bug where all items
in the inventory wouldn't be transferred into the bag when exiting the game mode.vi. New feature: location, and added a bug

report page in the preferences to send bug reports to TW. v2.3.0:i. Added [b]bw_patches_7.4.zip[/b] to the thread.ii. Compiled
fix for 7.4 the bw 6.1.19. If you have the bw 6.1.19 installed, you must move the fixes to the 6.1.20 folder.iii. Corrected a

misnomer 82157476af
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